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Abstract As an extension of previous works on classical
tests of Kaluza-Klein (KK) gravity and as an attempt to find
more stringent constraints on this theory, its effects on phys-
ical experiments and astronomical observations conducted
in the Solar System are studied. We investigate the grav-
itational time delay at inferior conjunction caused by KK
gravity, and use new Solar System ephemerides and the ob-
servation of Cassini to strengthen constraints on KK gravity
by up to two orders of magnitude. These improved upper
bounds mean that the fifth-dimensional space in the soliton
case is a very flat extra dimension in the Solar System, even
in the vicinity of the Sun.
1 Introduction
Gravitation was the first known fundamental force in the
universe. However, gravitation still can not be included into
a quantum framework such as the standard model of the
strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions. It is an un-
doubtedly grand challenge to unify gravitation with the three
others. Inspired by this issue, as candidates of unification
theories, some gravitational theories with spacetime more
than 4 dimensions try to bridge the gap between gravitation
and other fundamental forces [e.g 1, 2].
Among them, the five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein (KK)
gravity, originally proposed by Kaluza [3] and Klein [4], in-
tends to unify gravitation and electromagnetism by inducing
one extra dimension in addition to the usual four-dimensional
spacetime [see 5–9, for reviews and references therein]. Given
the promising prospect, it is desirable to test KK gravity with
physical experiments and astronomical observations [e.g. 10–
15]. Here, a critical point is that, in order to describe the
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spacetime of the Solar System where these tests are con-
ducted, there exist different approaches and classes of so-
lutions in KK gravity, such as soliton case [10–13, 16–18]
and Schwarzschild-like solution [19, 20]. The results ob-
tained by different approaches might not agree with each
other, which is caused by the freedom in choosing higher
dimensional solutions to represent the Solar System in four
dimensions [21]. In this investigation, following the works
of Refs. [12, 13, 18], we focus on the soliton case of KK
gravity. In the induced-matter picture [17, 22, 23] that mat-
ter and energy are induced in four-dimensional by pure ge-
ometry in five-dimensional spacetime, the soliton can have
an extended matter distribution as a dark-matter candidate
[24, 25].
In KK gravity, the soliton metric [10, 11, 16] satisfies the
five-dimensional vacuum field equations. It can reduce to the
standard four-dimensional Schwarzschild solution on hyper-
surfaces with one extra dimensional coordinate being con-
stant, and the metric has no explicit dependence of the ex-
tra dimension. Solitons are five-dimensional objects whose
metric is static and spherically symmetric in ordinary space
and asymptotically flat. The soliton metric has been gener-
alized in a variety of ways [see 6, 26, for reviews]. The cor-
rection of KK gravity to Einstein’s general relativity (GR)
in four-dimensional spacetime can be characterized by a pa-
rameter b, which needs to be determined by physical ex-
periments and astronomical observations. Taking the soliton
metric and choosing b as an independent parameter, the au-
thors of Ref. [13] calculated the leading contributions of per-
ihelion shift of Mercury, light deflection, gravitational time
delay at superior conjunction (SC) and geodetic precession
caused by KK gravity. They found that |b|< 0.07 in the So-
lar System based on the results of corresponding measure-
ments [13]. More recently, by using measurements of geode-
tic precession from Gravity Probe B [27], the authors of Ref.
[15] obtained a new upper limit as |b|< 0.02.
2In this work, we improve and extend these previous works
in the following prospectives. First, we investigate gravita-
tional time delay at inferior conjunction (IC) caused by KK
gravity, which was not considered in the previous works.
The authors of Ref. [13] calculated the time delay at SC
and found their best upper bound as |b| < 0.07. However,
the time delay measurements are highly dominated by the
noise due to solar corona and it is extremely difficult to dis-
entangle this noise from others. The situation at IC is totally
different. The biggest uncertainties come from the positions
of the receiver and the emitter. With this advantage, it was
adopted to constrain the f (T ) gravity [28]. But we find that
the time delay at IC can not yield an useful bound on b.
Second, the Cassini superior conjunction (SC) exper-
iment [29] is, for the first time, used to test KK gravity.
Around the time of a solar conjunction in 2002, the exper-
iment was carried out to measure the fractional frequency
shift for a two-way radio signal. In order to overcome the
solar corona noise, Cassini used a multi-frequency link in
which three different phases were measured at the ground
station [30, 31]. This experiment was also re-modeled to test
some modified theories of gravity [e.g. 28, 32]. We calculate
the fractional frequency shift caused by KK gravity and ob-
tain a new upper bound on b, which is tighter than the one
of Ref. [13] by about 10 times.
Third, we will improve the upper bound on b in the So-
lar System by making use of current and highly accurate
datasets of the planetary motions. And we will also try to
reduce the contamination in our investigation due to the un-
certainty of the Sun’s quadrupole moment, which affects the
motion of Mercury significantly [33]. For these purposes, we
will use the supplementary advances of the perihelia pro-
vided by INPOP10a (IMCCE, France) [34] and EPM2011
(IAA RAS, Russia) [35] ephemerides. These two ephem-
erides were recently adopted in planetary science [36, 37]
and in detecting gravitational effects and testing modified
theories of gravity [28, 38–47]. In order to find a clearer
bound, we will also take the Lense-Thirring effect due to
the Sun’s angular momentum into account. Neither of two
factors are considered in the previous work of Ref. [13], al-
though the effect of the Sun’s quadrupole moment was in-
cluded. With these efforts, the upper bounds on b we obtain
are improved by at least 2 orders of magnitude with respect
to the one of Ref. [13].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 is devoted to describing the effects of KK gravity on
physical experiments and astronomical observations. In Sec-
tion 3, we confront these effects with available datasets and
estimate their upper bounds on b. Finally, in Section 4, we
conclude and discuss our results.
2 Effects of KK gravity on experiments and
observations
Some effects of KK gravity on physical experiments and
astronomical observations were well modeled in Ref. [13],
including perihelion shift, light deflection and gravitational
time delay at SC. In this section, we will first briefly review
these classical tests of KK gravity for completeness [see 13,
for details]. And, then, the gravitational time delay at IC and
the Cassini SC experiment will be modeled.
2.1 Classical tests
2.1.1 Perihelion shift
KK gravity can induce an additional perihelion shift of a
planet around the Sun, which is [13]
ω˙KK = 3
GM⊙nP
c2aP(1− e2P)
(
b
6 +
√
1− 3b
2
4
)
, (1)
where M⊙ is the mass of the Sun, aP is the semi-major axis
of the planet, eP is its eccentricity and nP is its Keplerian
mean motion. The observed deviation from GR caused by
KK gravity in ω˙ as
δ GRω˙ ≡ |ω˙KK− ω˙GR|
= 3 GM⊙nP
c2aP(1− e2P)
∣∣∣∣b6 +
√
1− 3b
2
4
− 1
∣∣∣∣. (2)
2.1.2 Light deflection
Besides the part caused by GR, the contribution in light del-
fection from the fifth-dimensional space in KK gravity can
be obtained as [13]
∆φKK = 4 GM⊙
c2d
√
1− 3b
2
4
, (3)
where d is the closest approach of the light ray. The devia-
tion in the light deflection from GR is
δ GR∆φ ≡ |∆φKK−∆φGR|= 4
GM⊙
c2d
∣∣∣∣
√
1− 3b
2
4
− 1
∣∣∣∣. (4)
2.1.3 Time delay at SC
In the case of SC, when the receiver is on the opposite side
of the Sun as seen from the emitter, the round-trip time delay
in KK gravity is [13]
∆ tKKSC =
2
c
(rE + rR)+ 4
GM⊙
c3
√
1−
3b2
4
ln
(
4rErR
d2
)
, (5)
3where rE is the distance between the emitter and the Sun
and rR is the distance between the reflector and the Sun. The
deviation caused by KK gravity is
δ GR∆ tSC ≡ |∆ t
KK
SC −∆ tGRSC |
= 4 GM⊙
c3
∣∣∣∣
√
1− 3b
2
4
− 1
∣∣∣∣ ln
(
4rErR
d2
)
. (6)
2.2 Time delay at IC
The time delay at SC are highly dominated by the noise
of solar corona, which is extremely difficult to disentangle
from others. So any constraint obtained at that period with
ranging measurements has to be taken with a lot of caution
and a proper test should be done together with fitting the so-
lar corona model used for the analysis of these data during
the SC period [see 48, for details].
However, the situation at IC is totally different and it
was not considered in the previous work of Ref. [13]. At
IC, the reflector, which is usually a spacecraft with a radio
transponder, is between the emitter and the Sun. The biggest
uncertainties come from the positions of the receiver and
the emitter, which range from a few centimeter to several
hundreds meters. Following similar procedure like the one
of Ref. [13], we can obtain the round-trip time delay at IC
as
∆ tKKIC =
2
c
√
r2E− d2−
2
c
√
r2R− d2
+4 GM⊙
c3
(
a+
b
2
)
ln
( rE +
√
r2E− d2
d
)
−4 GM⊙
c3
(
a+
b
2
)
ln
( rR +
√
r2R− d2
d
)
. (7)
By making use of the conditions rE ≫ d and rR ≫ d again,
we can have
∆ tKKIC =
2
c
(rE− rR)+ 4
GM⊙
c3
√
1−
3b2
4
ln
(
rE
rR
)
, (8)
where d is cancelled out because of the minus signs in Eq.
(7). When b = 0, Eq. (8) matches the one of GR shown in
Ref. [49]. We can also obtain
δ GR∆ tIC ≡ |∆ t
KK
IC −∆ tGRIC |
= 4 GM⊙
c3
∣∣∣∣
√
1− 3b
2
4
− 1
∣∣∣∣ ln
(
rE
rR
)
. (9)
This equation will be used in the Sec. 3 to estimate a new
upper bound on b.
2.3 Cassini SC experiment
In this subsection, we will, for the first time, take the Cassini
SC experiment [29] to test KK gravity. Between 6 June to
7 July 2002 around the time of a solar conjunction, when
Cassini was on its way to Saturn, the experiment was car-
ried out. In the experiment, what is measured is not the time
delay but the relative change in the frequency. Around the
SC moment, a ground station transmitted a radio-wave sig-
nal with frequency ν0 to the spacecraft. This signal was co-
herently transponded by the spacecraft and sent back to the
Earth. In order to overcome the solar corona noise, Cassini
used high-frequency carrier waves in the Ka-band, in ad-
dition to the X-band for standard operation, and a multi-
frequency link in which three different phases were mea-
sured at the ground station [30, 31]. It was found [29] that
γ−1=(2.1±2.3)×10−5, where the parameter γ is a parametrized
post-Newtonian (PPN) parameter and it determines how much
space curvature produced by unit rest mass [50, 51].
For testing KK gravity, we have to re-model the two-way
fractional frequency fluctuation by taking the influence from
the fifth dimension. The fractional frequency shift at SC is
[52]
ySC ≡
ν(t)−ν0
ν0
=
d∆ tSC
dt , (10)
where the contribution owing to the KK gravity is
yKKSC =
d∆ tKKSC
dt =−8
GM⊙
c3d
√
1− 3b
2
4
dd(t)
dt . (11)
In the Cassini SC experiment, dd(t)/dt was close to the or-
bital velocity of the Earth, v⊕. The experiment started 12
days before the SC and ended 12 days after it. In one day,
the distance of closest approach of the signal changes by
about 1.5R⊙, where R⊙ denotes the radius of the Sun. Thus
for gravitational frequency shift, the possible deviation from
GR for KK gravity in this experiment is
δ GRySC ≡ |y
KK
SC − y
GR
SC |
= |yKKSC (12d)− yGRSC (12d)− yKKSC (0)+ yGRSC (0)|
=
128GM⊙
27c3R⊙
∣∣∣∣
√
1− 3b
2
4
− 1
∣∣∣∣v⊕. (12)
When b = 0, this deviation caused by KK gravity vanishes.
The above equation will be taken in the Sec. 3 to estimate a
new upper bound on b.
3 Improved and new upper bounds on b
3.1 Perihelion shift
In the Solar System, δ GR〈ω˙〉 of inner planets range from several
tens to hundreds micro-arcseconds per century (µas cy−1)
4[34, 53, 54]. Based on Eq. (2), we can obtain a bound as
−
δ GRω˙
10 µas cy−1 ≤ 6.39× 10
4
(
aP
au
)−5/2
(1− e2P)−1
×
∣∣∣∣b+ 6
√
1− 3b
2
4
− 6
∣∣∣∣
≤
δ GRω˙
10 µas cy−1 , (13)
where au is the astronomical unit.
In the case of the Solar System’s planets, δ GRω˙ is closely
connected with the supplementary advances of the perihelia
ω˙sup provided by modern ephemerides, such as INPOP10a
[34, 55] and EPM2011 [35, 56, 57]. INPOP10a and EPM2011
were obtained by fitting the “standard model” of dynam-
ics to observational data, where “standard model” means
the Newton’s law of gravity and the Einstein’s GR (apart
from the Lense-Thirring effect of GR, see below for de-
tails). In INPOP10a and EPM2011 ephemerides, the “stan-
dard model” fitted to observations include not only dynam-
ics of natural bodies and artificial spacecrafts, but also prop-
agation of electromagnetic waves and how instruments on-
board the spacecrafts and on Earth work. Therefore, KK
gravity was modeled neither in INPOP10a nor in EPM2011,
and the parameter b was not determined in these least-square
fittings.
These ω˙sup might represent possibly mismodeled or un-
modeled parts of perihelion advances according to the New-
ton’s law and GR. They are almost all compatible with zero
so that they can be used to draw bounds on quantities parametriz-
ing unmodeled “forces” like KK gravity in this case. Nonethe-
less, the latest results by EPM2011 [56, 57] returned non-
zero values for Venus and Jupiter. Although the level of their
statistical significance was not too high and further investi-
gations are required, we still take them into account in this
work. In the recent past, an extra non-zero effect on Sat-
urn’s perihelion was studied [58]. And, the ratios of the non-
zero values of the supplementary precessions of Venus and
Jupiter by EPM2011 [56, 57] have been recently used to test
a potential deviation from GR [41].
In the construction of ω˙sup [see 55, for details], the ef-
fects caused by the Sun’s quadrupole mass moment J⊙2 are
considered and isolated in the final results, but the perihe-
lion shifts caused by the Lense-Thirring effect [59] due to
the Sun’s angular momentum S⊙ and caused by the uncer-
tainty of the Sun’s quadrupole moment are absent. In order
to obtain a cleaner bound, we will not use the inequality (13)
but the following equation that
ω˙sup = δ GRω˙ + ω˙LT + ω˙J⊙ . (14)
It is worth mentioning that GR predicts the Sun can induce
two kinds of perihelion shifts for a planet. Based on the anal-
ogy between gravitation and electromagnetism, the bigger
one is called gravitoelectric [60], depending only on M⊙;
the smaller one is called gravitomagnetic [60], depending on
S⊙, which is also called the Lense-Thirring effect. For Mer-
cury, the gravitoelectric precession of its perihelion is 43.98
arcseconds per century; the gravitomagnetic one is about−3
milli-arcseconds per century (mas cy−1), which is compa-
rable with its ω˙sup (see Table 1). In the classical test, δ GRω˙
of Eq. (2) only includes the gravitoelectric perihelion shift
caused by M⊙. Hence, we add the Lense-Thirring term ω˙LT
to Eq. (14) and it is [59]
ω˙LT =−
6GS⊙ cos iP
c2a3P(1− e2P)3/2
, (15)
where S⊙ = 1.9× 1041 kg m2 s−1 [61] and iP is the incli-
nation of the planetary orbit to the equator of the Sun. The
uncertainty of S⊙ is currently about 1% [61]. This effect of
the Sun on the planetary motions has been studied in sev-
eral works [62–64]. Equation (15) only holds in a coordinate
system whose z axis is aligned with the Sun’s angular mo-
mentum. A general formula for an arbitrary orientation can
be found in Refs. [65, 66]. It is useful in extrasolar planets
and black holes, for which the orientation of the spin axis is
generally unknown. We add the third term in Eq. (14) to in-
clude the dimensionless uncertainty of the Sun’s quadrupole
moment J⊙ [67], which is currently about ±10% [68–72].
The Sun’s quadrupole moment in INPOP10a is fitted to ob-
servations as J⊙2 = (2.40±0.25)×10−7 [34] and its value in
EPM2011 is J⊙2 = (2.0±0.2)×10−7 [35]. This uncertainty
of J⊙2 can cause an extra precession for a planet, which is
[73]
ω˙J⊙ =
3
2
J⊙
J⊙2 R
2
⊙
a2P(1− e2P)2
nP
(
2− 5
2
sin2 iP
)
, (16)
where R⊙ is the Sun’s radius. It is clearly showed [44, 74]
that although the uncertainty of J⊙2 can barely affect the
outer planets, such as Jupiter and Saturn, but it will sig-
nificantly change the dynamics of the inner planets, espe-
cially Mercury. The higher order multipoles like J⊙3 and J
⊙
4
have negligible impacts on the perihelion precessions [e.g.
75, 76].
INPOP10a [34] ephemeris provides ω˙sup for some plan-
ets in the Solar System: Mercury, Venus, Earth-Moon Barycen-
ter (EMB), Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Similarly, EPM2011
[35] also gives those values of the planets from Mercury to
Saturn. These numbers are taken from Ref. [34] and Refs.
[56, 57] respectively (see Table 1 for details). It can be found
that ω˙sup of Mercury and Venus from EPM2011 are con-
siderably larger than those of INPOP10a, while Venus and
Jupiter have non-zero values of ω˙sup in EPM2011.
By using the method of weighted least squares, we si-
multaneously estimate the bounds on b and J⊙ with all
the planets in Table 1. We find that (i) INPOP10a yields the
bounds as b= (−0.8±7.6)×10−4 and J⊙=(6.5±9.1)%;
5Table 1 Supplementary advances in the perihelia ω˙sup given by IN-
POP10a and EPM2011.
ω˙sup (mas cy−1)
INPOP10a a EPM2011 b
Mercury 0.4±0.6 −2.0±3.0
Venus 0.2±1.5 2.6±1.6
EMB −0.2±0.9 –
Earth – 0.19±0.19
Mars −0.04±0.15 −0.020±0.037
Jupiter −41±42 58.7±28.3
Saturn 0.15±0.65 −0.32±0.47
Notes: aTaken from Ref. [34]. bProvided by Refs. [56, 57].
and (ii) EPM2011 gives b = (1.9± 2.5)× 10−4 and J⊙ =
(2.0± 8.4)%. Our results are at least 100 times tighter than
previous results [13] in which Mercury’s perihelion preces-
sion was only considered. These results are summarized in
Table 2. The results obtained by INPOP10a and EPM2011
are compatible with each other. Furthermore, the values of
J⊙ given by INPOP10a and EPM2011 are compatible with
the current uncertainty of ±10%.
3.2 Light deflection
In astrometric observation for gravitational light bending,
the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) demonstrated the ac-
curacy of measuring relative positions of radio sources can
reach ∼ 10 to 100 µas [77, 78], which makes us have, from
Eq. (4),
1.75× 105
∣∣∣∣
√
1− 3b
2
4
− 1
∣∣∣∣
(
d
R⊙
)−1
≤
δ GR∆φ
10 µas . (17)
By taking d ∼ 5R⊙ and δ GR∆ tIC ∼ 10µas, we can obtain a new
upper bounds on b from light deflection as |b|< 8.7×10−3,
which is at least 10 times tighter than the previous result of
Ref. [13] (see Table 2 for a summary).
3.3 Gravitational time delay at IC
We assume the receiver is carried by a Venus’s spacecraft
and the emitter is on the Earth. The uncertainty of the re-
ceiver’s position is about several centimeters; and the uncer-
tainty of emitter’s position is at the level of several hundreds
meters. Their contribution is about 1 microsecond (µs) ac-
cording to Eq. (8). It can impose a bound on b as
19.7
∣∣∣∣
√
1− 3b
2
4
− 1
∣∣∣∣ ln rErR ≤
δ GR∆ tIC
1 µs . (18)
By taking rE ∼ 1 au, rR/rE ∼ 0.7 and δ GR∆ tIC ∼ 1 µs, we obtain
|b|< 0.61. No useful bound can be placed on b from the time
delay at IC.
Table 2 Summary of b estimated by various experiments and observa-
tions.
Experiment/Observation b (10−4) Datasets Ref.
Perihelion shfit −300±700 Mercury [79] [13]
−0.8±7.6 INPOP10aa [34] This work
1.9±2.5 EPM2011a [56] This work
Light deflection 700 Sun [80] [13]
87 Sun [77, 78] This work
Time delay at SC 700 Mars [81] [13]
Time delay at IC 6100 Venus This work
Cassini SC 51 Cassini [29] This work
Geodetic precession 200 GP-B [27] [15]
Notes: aThe results are obtained according to all the planets in Table 1.
3.4 Cassini SC experiment
In the Cassini SC experiment [29], the deviation from GR
is δ GRySC ≤ 10−14. This result was achieved by using a multi-
frequency link. From Eq. (12), we have
1.01× 105
∣∣∣∣
√
1− 3b
2
4
− 1
∣∣∣∣≤ δ
GR
ySC
10−14 . (19)
By taking δ GRySC ∼ 10−14, we can obtain an upper bound on
b from frequency shift as |b|< 5.1× 10−3, which is at least
10 times stronger than the one of Ref. [13].
4 Conclusions and discussion
In this work, as an extension of previous works on classi-
cal tests of Kaluza-Klein (KK) gravity and as an attempt to
find more stringent constraints on this theory, we investigate
its effects on physical experiments and astronomical obser-
vations conducted in the Solar System by modeling new
observable effects, using improved models for confronting
theoretical prediction with observations and adopting new
datasets.
First, we calculate gravitational time delay at IC caused
by KK gravity, which was not considered in the previous
work of Ref. [13]. The time delay measurements at SC are
highly dominated by the noise due to solar corona, but the
biggest uncertainties at IC come from the positions of the
receiver and the emitter. Second, the Cassini SC experiment
[29] is, for the first time, used to test KK gravity. We cal-
culate the fractional frequency shift caused by KK gravity
for a two-way radio signal. Third, compared to previous
works, we refine the model, which confronts the perihelion
shift induced by KK gravity with modern Solar System eph-
emerides INPOP10a and EPM2011, by taking the Lense-
Thirring effect due to the Sun’s angular momentum and the
uncertainty of the Sun’s quadrupole moment into account.
These two factors were absent previously.
6With these efforts and with new datasets, we find im-
proved and new upper bounds on the model parameter b
of KK gravity (see Tab. 2 for a summary), although it is
shown that time delay experiments at IC is not quite suitable
for testing it with the currently limited accuracy of ranging
measurements. With new observation of light deflection by
the Sun, we obtain |b| < 8.6× 10−3. The Cassini SC ex-
periment gives a upper bound as |b|< 5.1×10−3. Based on
the supplementary advances of the perihelia provided by IN-
POP10a and EPM2011 ephemerides, we obtain our best up-
per bounds on b: b = (−0.8± 7.6)× 10−4 from INPOP10a
and b = (1.9± 2.5)× 10−4 from EPM2011. Both of them
are tighter than the one of Ref. [13] by at least 2 orders of
magnitude. In order to achieve these bounds, we take the
Lense-Thirring effect due to the Sun’s angular momentum
and the uncertainty of the Sun’s quadrupole moment into
account. These two factors were not considered in previous
works.
With these new upper bounds we obtained that |b| .
10−4, it means that the fifth-dimensional space in the soliton
case is a very flat extra dimension in the Solar System, even
in the vicinity of the Sun where the light rays pass through
in the light deflection observations and the Cassini SC ex-
periment. A very small b also suggests the soliton metric is
very close to four-dimensional Schwarzschild metric plus a
flat and therefore physically innocuous fifth dimension. Our
results show KK gravity still remains consistent with current
Solar System experiments and observations, but has a much
smaller room to survive. A question is often raised whether
these and future more and more tighter bounds can conclu-
sively rule out KK gravity. We do not think so because these
tests are based on the soliton solution, whose physical na-
ture remains controversial (see Ref. [26] for a review). As
pointed out by the authors of Ref. [15], even the null re-
sult should be taken care of with an open mind and they can
highlight the need for new solutions in five dimensions and
for a generalization of Birkhoff’s theorem.
Several open issues remains in testing KK gravity. One
is to test its effects in the vicinity of the Earth. In the future,
it may be possible by tracking a drag-free satellite with laser
ranging and time transfer links [82, 83].
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